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Reactive	Materials
Joe	Hooper
Department	of	Physics
Naval	Postgraduate	School
Shrinking	Payloads
Where	can	we	get	more	energy?
We	can	compensate	for	reductions	in	
payload	by	integrating	metal	into	the	
warhead.
Why	not	use	better	explosives?
Why	not	use	better	explosives?
Metals	are	Hard	to	Ignite
Metals	Burn	Slowly
How	can	we	get	metals	to	burn	faster?
Reactive	Materials
HE
Al
Mixed	with	Explosives
Traditional	Explosive
Explosive	+	Metal:
Enhanced	blast
Metal	Can	Drive	a	Blast
HE
Al
Reactive	Fragments
• Retain	the	kinetic	energy	damage	of	steel
• Add	an	incendiary	effect

The	Future	of	Reactive	Materials
• New	flexibility	in	warhead	design
• Building	a	case	for	weapon	adoption
